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(57) ABSTRACT 

A valuation system determines a Win probability, Which is a 
measure of the likelihood a participant in a particular game 
is to Win the game given a current game state. The valuation 
system may determine the Win probability from an analysis 
of events that have occurred in actual games that have 
occurred over a predetermined time period in the past. The 
valuation system may then provide the Win probability to 
various media outlets for display or broadcast, for example, 
Within the context of the game. The valuation system may 
also display or broadcast the Win probability through its oWn 
broadcast source, such as its Web site. 
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WIN PROBABILITY BASED ON HISTORIC 
ANALYSIS 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is a Continuation-In-Part (CIP) of 
US. patent application Ser. No. 11/ 186,502, entitled “Real 
Time Play Valuation,” Which Was ?led on Jul. 21, 2005, and 
identi?ed by attorney docket number 430638001US, Which 
is related to US. patent application Ser. No. 11/186,503, 
entitled “Athlete Valuation,” Which Was ?led on Jul. 21, 
2005, and identi?ed by attorney docket number 
430638002US, and US. patent application Ser. No. 11/186, 
602, entitled “Fantasy Single Sport Challenge,” Which Was 
?led on Jul. 21, 2005, and identi?ed by attorney docket 
number 430638003US, and US. patent application Ser. No. 
11/186,368, entitled “Fantasy Cross-Sport Challenge,” 
Which Was ?led on Jul. 21, 2005, and identi?ed by attorney 
docket number 430638004US, and US. patent application 
Ser. No. 11/186,469, entitled “Graphical User Interface for 
a Fantasy Sports Application,” Which Was ?led on Jul. 21, 
2005, and identi?ed by attorney docket number 
430638005US, the disclosures of Which are incorporated by 
reference herein in their entireties. 

BACKGROUND 

[0002] With the increasing number of available sporting 
event telecasts, the broadcasters of the sporting events are 
?nding it increasingly dif?cult to attract and maintain their 
vieWers. For example, many sporting enthusiasts Who ini 
tially start vieWing a telecast of one sporting event often lose 
interest in the telecast and “surf’ or change channels to vieW 
a different telecast of another sporting event. 

[0003] In an effort to maintain the interest of vieWers of 
telecast sporting events, broadcasters of sporting events 
have started to provide additional content, such as informa 
tion regarding other sporting events, both in the same sport 
as the sporting event being telecast as Well as in other sports, 
during the telecasts. For example, many sporting event 
telecasts provide a constant feed of updated scores of other 
sporting events. As another example, many sporting event 
telecasts incorporate in-game updates, Which are highlights 
from other sporting events, into their telecasts. The vieWing 
content currently being provided by the broadcasters of 
sporting events has not been totally effective in maintaining 
the interest of the vieWers. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0004] FIG. 1 is a high-level block diagram shoWing an 
environment in Which a valuation system may operate. 

[0005] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating selected 
components of the valuation system, according to some 
embodiments. 

[0006] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating the derivation 
of a NES equation for determining the net expected scoring, 
according to some embodiments. 

[0007] FIG. 4 is a How diagram illustrating the processing 
of the feed server of the valuation system, according to some 
embodiments. 

[0008] FIG. 5 is a How diagram illustrating the processing 
of the sport server of the valuation system to determine a 
value of a play, according to some embodiments. 
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[0009] FIG. 6 is a How diagram illustrating the processing 
of the sport server of the valuation system to distribute the 
value of a play amongst the athletes involved in the play, 
according to some embodiments. 

[0010] FIG. 7 is a How diagram illustrating the processing 
of the sport server of the valuation system to distribute the 
value of a play amongst the athletes involved in the inter 
mediate states of the play, according to some embodiments. 

[0011] FIG. 8 is a How diagram illustrating an example 
NES calculation and distribution amongst the athletes 
involved in the intermediate states of a baseball play. 

[0012] FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating the derivation 
of a market value for a share of an athlete, according to some 
embodiments. 

[0013] FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating the deriva 
tion of a value of an athlete, according to some embodi 
ments. 

[0014] FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrating the deriva 
tion of a Win probability equation for determining a prob 
ability of Winning a game, according to some embodiments. 

[0015] FIG. 12 is a How diagram illustrating the process 
ing of the sport server of the valuation system to determine 
a probability of Winning a game, according to some embodi 
ments. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0016] An approach to measuring the value or signi?cance 
of each play throughout the course of an athletic game or 
athletic competition in real-time is provided. The terms 
“game” and “competition” as used herein refer to the actual 
real-life athletic game, contest or competition, and are used 
interchangeably herein. Also, the term “real-time” as used 
herein refers to processing as the plays are occurring Within 
the game or shortly after the completion of the game. In 
some embodiments, the value or signi?cance of each play is 
based on the expectation of scoring (i.e., number of runs, 
points, or other scoring method) based on the state of the 
game (also referred to as “game state”). For example, at any 
given point in time during a game, a team has an expectation 
of the number of runs or points the team Will score. In an 
individual sport, a player Will have an expectation of the 
number of runs or points the player Will score. The expec 
tation of the number of runs or points is based on the state 
of the game at the given point in time during the gameiie, 
prior to a play occurring during the game. 

[0017] The factors that determine the game states vary 
from sport to sport. For example, for baseball, the factors 
that determine a game state may include the current score, 
the current inning, the number of outs in the inning, the 
number of base runners and position of each of the base 
runners, etc. For football, the factors that determine a game 
state may include the current time in the game, the current 
doWn and distance, the spot or position on the ?eld, the 
current score, Weather conditions, etc. 

[0018] Net expected score (NES) refers to the future 
expected scoring, and a NES is calculated for every game 
state. The NES for each game state may be determined based 
on an analysis of the events that have occurred in actual 
games in a particular sport over a predetermined time period 
in the past, such as, by Way of example, three years. The 
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NES for each game state may also be determined using 
techniques such as, forward simulations, random value 
assignments, and the like. The number of events analyzed 
for each speci?c situationiie, game stateineeds to be 
su?icient to provide an adequate event pool for deriving a 
NES equation that receives as input the factors that describe 
a game state and produces a NES for the described game 
state. In some embodiments, each of the events in the event 
pool is analyZed to determine an expectation of the number 
of runs that should be scorediie, NESifor each game 
state. The NESs determined from the analysis of the event 
pool and their games states are then analyZed, for example, 
using any of a variety of Well-knoWn regression techniques, 
to derive a NES equation (e.g., linear regression equation, 
cubic regression equation, etc.) that outputs a NES for any 
game state. The derived NES equation may include con 
stants, coef?cients and/or variables Whose values are based 
on the factors that describe the game state. 

[0019] For example, in baseball, the number of events 
over a three year time span may amount to over 500,000 
individual balls put in play and strikeouts. The 500,000-plus 
events are analyZed to determine the game states, and the 
game states are further analyZed to determine the NES for 
each game state. The determined NESs and their game states 
may be analyZed using any of the Well-knoWn regression 
techniques to derive a NES equation that is suitable for 
outputting a NES for each game state. A similar analysis can 
be performed for an adequate number of past events in other 
sports, such as football, basketball, etc., to determine a NES 
equation that is suitable for producing a NES for each game 
state that is based on the analyZed pool of past events. 

[0020] In some embodiments, a NES for a game state may 
be an expectation of the number of runs that should be 
scored during a particular segment of a game. The appro 
priate game segment is dependent on the characteristics of 
the particular sport, and is generally based on the determi 
nation of the effect a game state has on the remainder of the 
game. For example, for baseball, a NES for a game state may 
be an expectation of the number of runs that should be 
scored during the inning in Which the particular game state 
occurs. Here, the game segment is one inningiie, the 
inning in Which a game state occursiand this is based on 
the premise that game states do not carry-over from one 
inning to another, succeeding inning. For football, a NES for 
a game state may be an expectation of the number of points 
that should be scored on a current driveiie, the current 
offensive possession in Which the particular game state 
occurs. Here, the game segment is the current drive, Which 
is based on the premise that game states are not likely to 
impact drives other than the drive in Which the particular 
game state occurred. 

[0021] In some embodiments, the appropriate game seg 
ment for a game state may be determined based on the 
premise that the particular game state impacts a multiple 
number of successive possessions4e.g., multiple posses 
sions in basketball, multiple possessions in football, etc. For 
example, for football, based on the effect of a play on a 
concept generally knoWn as “?eld position,” a change in 
game state may affect not only the current offensive team’s 
drive in Which the change in game state occurs but also the 
opponent’s next drive, the next drive for the current o?fen 
sive team, etc. 
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[0022] Each NES is an expectation of the runs that each 
game state is WOI'IhilQ, the value of each game state. 
Then, for any given play, a NES is determined for the game 
state existing prior to the play (pre-play NES) and a neW 
NES is determined for the game state that is created after the 
play (post-play NES), and the value of the play is the 
difference betWeen the NES for the ending game state 
(post-play NES) and the NES for the beginning game state 
(pre-play NES) plus the runs generated on or by the play. In 
a situation Where a number of plays folloW each other in 
sequence, the post-play NES for a just completed play 
becomes the pre-play NES for the immediately succeeding 
play. Even though the score valuation term may vary based 
on the sport (i.e., “points” for basketball and football, “runs” 
for baseball, “goals” for hockey and soccer, etc.), for ease of 
explanation, NES Will be used herein to refer to the unit of 
measure for the value of a game state irrespective of the 
actual sport and the sport’s scoring method. 

[0023] For example, in a particular baseball game betWeen 
Team X and Team Y in Team Y’s baseball stadium, Player 
A for Team X comes to the plate in the third inning of a tie 
game With Player P pitching for Team Y. There are no 
runners on base, and there is nobody out in the inning. Given 
this game situation and from the analysis of the past events, 
Team X can expect to score 0.54 runs in this inning from this 
point on. 0.54 is the NES for this game state. During this at 
batii.e., play,iPlayer A hits a single. At the end of the 
play, PlayerA is noW on ?rst base and there are still no outs 
in the inning. This is a positive result for Team X, and given 
this current game situation and from the analysis of the past 
events, Team X can noW expect to score 0.91 runs in this 
inning from this point on. 0.91 is the NES for this neW game 
state. Therefore, the value of the playiie, the total effect 
of the playiis +0.37 runs (i.e., 0.91-0.54). 

[0024] Continuing the example, the next batter, Player B, 
comes up to bat With PlayerA still on ?rst base and no outs 
in the inning. The NES for this game state is the 0.91 
determined above. Player B strikes out during this at bat, 
leaving Player A on ?rst base. The neW game state is a base 
runner on ?rst base With one out. This is a negative result for 
Team X, and given this current game situation and from the 
analysis of the past events, Team X can noW expect to score 
0.55 runs in this inning from this point on. 0.55 is the NES 
for this neW game state. Therefore, the value of the playi 
i.e., the total effect of player B’s strikeoutiis —0.36 runs 
(i.e., 0.55-0.91). The next batter, Player C, comes up to bat 
With Player A still on ?rst base and one out in the inning. The 
NES for this game state is the 0.55 determined above. Player 
C hits a double to the gap betWeen left ?eld and center ?eld 
scoring Player A from ?rst base. As a result of the play, one 
run scores and a base runner, Player C, is on second base 
With one out. This is a positive result for Team X, and given 
this current game situationiie, a base runner on second 
base With one out in the inningiand from the analysis of the 
past events, Team X can noW expect to score 0.72 runs in 
this inning from this point on. 0.72 is the NES for this neW 
game state. Therefore, the value of the playii.e., the total 
e?fect ofplayer C’s doubleiis +1.17 runs (i.e., 0.72—0.55+l 
run scored). 

[0025] The NES concept can be similarly applied to other 
sports. For example, in a particular football game betWeen 
the Rams and the Lions in the Lion’s home stadium, the 
Ram’s offensive unit may have possession of the football on 
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?rst doWn-and-ten yards to go at their oWn 30 yard line in 
the ?rst quarter. Given this game situation and from the 
analysis of the past events, the Ram’s can expect to score 
0.75 points during this offensive possession. 0.75 is the NES 
for this game stateie.g., a visiting team playing in the 
Lion’s home stadium With the football on ?rst doWn-and-ten 
yards to go at the visiting team’s 30 yard line in the ?rst 
quarter. On ?rst-and-ten, the Ram’s call a running play and 
their halfback runs the ball for 30 yards to the Lion’s 40 yard 
line. As a result of this running play, the Ram’s have the ball 
on ?rst doWn-and-ten yards to go at the Lion’s 40 yard line. 
This is a positive result for the Rams, and given this current 
game situation and from the analysis of the past events, the 
Ram’s can noW expect to score 1.4 points during this 
offensive possession. 1.4 is the NES for this neW game state. 
Therefore, the value of the playiie, the total effect of the 
rush for 30 yards on ?rst-and-ten to the opponent’s 40 yard 
lineiis +0.65 points (i.e., 1.4-0.75). 

[0026] In basketball, an offensive possession may be con 
sidered a play. In auto racing, each lap of a race may be 
considered a play. In some embodiments, a play may occur 
each time a change in the race standings occur during an 
auto race. Similarly, in sports such as cycling, boat racing, 
etc. Where the competitors race around a track or course 
multiple times to determine a Winner, each lap of the race 
may be considered a play, or each time the standings change 
during the race may be considered a play. In duration races, 
such as the Tour de France, each leg of the race may be 
considered a play. In rugby, each change of possession may 
be considered a play. In volleyball, each point or “side-out” 
may be considered a play. In track-and-?eld, each heat, 
event, or trial may be considered a play. 

[0027] In some embodiments, the valuation system deter 
mines in real-time values of plays occurring during games 
by identifying a play that occurred during a game. The 
system determines an expectation of scoring prior to the 
play, and an expectation of scoring that results from the play 
occurringiie, the expectation of scoring resulting after the 
play. The system then calculates a value of the play as the 
difference betWeen the expectation of scoring that results 
from the play occurring and the expectation of scoring that 
existed prior to the play occurring, and any scoring gener 
ated by the play. 

[0028] The various embodiments of the techniques for 
measuring the value or signi?cance of each play throughout 
the course of a game in real-time and their advantages are 
best understood by referring to FIGS. 1-15 of the draWings. 
The elements of the draWings are not necessarily to scale, 
emphasis instead being placed upon clearly illustrating the 
principles of the invention. Throughout the draWings, like 
numerals are used for like and corresponding parts of the 
various draWings. 

[0029] FIG. 1 is a high-level block diagram shoWing an 
environment in Which a valuation system may operate. The 
environment is only one example of a suitable operating 
environment and is not intended to suggest any limitation as 
to the scope of use or functionality of the valuation system. 
As depicted, the environment comprises a valuation system 
102, a play-by-play feed provider 104, and a plurality of 
client systems 106, each coupled to a netWork 108. As used 
herein, the terms “connected,”“coupled,” or any variant 
thereof, means any connection or coupling, either direct or 
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indirect, betWeen tWo or more elements; the coupling of 
connection betWeen the elements can be physical, logical, or 
a combination thereof. 

[0030] In general terms, the valuation system provides 
real-time valuation of each play that occurs Within a game as 
it relates to each play’s effect on the outcome of the game. 
The valuation system analyZes a play-by-play game feed to 
calculate hoW each play impacts a team’s scoring expect 
ancy during the game or during appropriate segments of the 
game. The value of a play is the play’s impact on the team’s 
scoring expectancy. For example, if the team is expected to 
score 0.5 runs prior to a play, and the team is expected to 
score 0.7 runs after executing the play, the play’s value is the 
difference in the team’s scoring expectancy as a result of the 

play (i.e., 0.7—0.5=0.2). 

[0031] In some embodiments, the valuation system dis 
tributes a play’s value amongst some or all of the athletes 
identi?ed as being involved in the play. In some embodi 
ments, the valuation system provides users the ability to 
create and/or participate in an interactive fantasy sports 
challenge in Which participants act as “investors,”“traders, 

coaches,”“managers,” etc., to form their oWn portfolio of 
athletes from among active real-life athletes, and in Which a 
Winner of the fantasy sports challenge is based in part on the 
value of the portfolio and the real-life athletes’ performance 
as determined by the play valuation as described herein. 
Athlete valuation and fantasy sports challenges are further 
described beloW. 

[0032] In some embodiments, the valuation system com 
prises a Web server Which functions to provide a Web site 
that provides access to some or all of the features (i.e., 
services, functionality, data, etc.) provided by the valuation 
system. The Web site may be identi?ed and addressable by 
the hostname part of a uniform resource locator (URL). For 
example, the Web site may provide a Web page or multiple 
Web pages, or other user interfaces (UIs) including graphical 
user interfaces (GUIs), through Which users can obtain 
real-time valuation of plays during the course of a game. The 
users may also be able to obtain real-life athlete valuations 
based on the athlete’s performance in a game based on the 
valuation of the plays occurring in the game. The Web site 
may provide a Web page or multiple Web pages through 
Which users can register and create/participate in interactive 
fantasy sports challenges, monitor the value of the portfo 
lios, alter the composition of portfolios (e. g., buy/ sell shares 
of ?nancial instruments in real-life athletes), and perform 
other actions. 

[0033] The play-by-play feed provider provides the play 
by-play game feed to the valuation system. In some embodi 
ments, the play-by-play feed provider sends the valuation 
system messages that contain the play-by-play game feed. 
For example, the play-by-play feed provider may provide 
the valuation system the live, play-by-play game event feed 
for football games, baseball games, basketball games, etc. 
Only one play-by-play feed provider is shoWn in FIG. 1 for 
simplicity and one skilled in the art Will appreciate that there 
may be a plurality of play-by-play feed providers. For 
example, a play-by-play feed provider may provide the 
play-by-play real-time game event feed for the baseball 
games, another play-by-play feed provider may provide the 
play-by-play real-time game event feed for the football 
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games, still another play-by-play feed provider may provide 
the play-by-play real-time game event feed for the basket 
ball games, etc. 

[0034] The client systems may include any type of com 
puting system that is suitable for connecting to and access 
ing the valuation system. In some embodiments, each of the 
client systems has a Web client computer program, such as 
any of a variety of Well-knoWn Web broWser programs 
suitable for connecting to and interacting With the valuation 
system. 

[0035] The netWork is a communications link that facili 
tates the transfer of electronic content betWeen, for example, 
the attached valuation system, play-by-play feed providers, 
and the client systems. In one embodiment, the netWork 
includes the Internet. It Will be appreciated that the netWork 
may be comprised of one or more other types of netWorks, 
such as a local area netWork, a Wide area netWork, a 
point-to-point dial-up connection, and the like. It Will also be 
appreciated that the netWork may not be present. For 
example, the play-by-play feed provider and the valuation 
system may both reside on the same computing system and 
communicate via communication mechanisms, such as, 
interprocess communication, remote function call, internal 
communication buses, etc., typically supported on the com 
puting system. 
[0036] The computer systems on Which the valuation 
system, the play-by-play feed provider, the client systems, 
and other components described herein can execute may 
include a central processing unit, memory, input devices 
(e.g., keyboard and pointing devices), output devices (e.g., 
display devices), and storage devices (e.g., disk drives). The 
memory and storage devices are computer-readable media 
that may contain instructions that implement the server 
application, client application, and other components. In 
addition, the data structures and message structures may be 
stored or transmitted via a data transmission medium, such 
as a signal on a communications link. Various communica 

tion links may be used, such as the Internet, a local area 
netWork, a Wide area netWork, a point-to-point dial-up 
connection, a cell phone netWork, and so on. 

[0037] Embodiments of the valuation system may be 
implemented in various operating environments that include 
personal computers, server computers, computing devices, 
hand-held or laptop devices, multiprocessor systems, micro 
processor-based systems, programmable consumer electron 
ics, digital cameras, netWork PCs, minicomputers, main 
frame computers, distributed computing environments that 
include any of the above systems or devices, and so on. The 
computer systems may be cell phones, personal digital 
assistants, smart phones, personal computers, programmable 
consumer electronics, digital cameras, and so on. 

[0038] The valuation system may be described in the 
general context of computer-executable instructions, such as 
program modules, executed by one or more computers or 
other devices. Generally, program modules include routines, 
programs, objects, components, data structures, and so on 
that perform particular tasks or implement particular abstract 
data types. Typically, the functionality of the program mod 
ules may be combined or distributed as desired in various 
embodiments. 

[0039] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating selected 
components of the valuation system, according to some 
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embodiments. As depicted, the valuation system comprises 
a feed server 202, a sport server 204, a fantasy game server 
206, a market exchange server 208, a Web server 210, and 
a database 212. In general terms, the feed server provides the 
external connectivity to the play-by-play feed providers to 
receive the play-by-play game feeds, transforms the 
received game feeds from the different data protocols to an 
internal format, such as XML, saves the received and 
transformed game feeds in the database, and forWards the 
transformed game feeds to the sport server for processing to 
determine, for example, individual play valuation, etc. 

[0040] The feed server comprises a plurality of play-by 
play receivers 208, feed processor 210, and a messaging 
service 212. The play-by-play receivers provide connectiv 
ity to, and receive from the play-by-play feed provider the 
play-by-play messagesiie, game feeds. The feed server 
may create an instance of a play-by-play receiver for each 
play-by-play game event feed that is being received. The 
feed processor receives from the play-by-play receivers the 
messages received from the play-by-play feed provider, and 
transforms the messages into an internal format, such as 
XML. The feed processor stores the received messages and 
the XML messages in the database, and sends a copy of the 
XML messagesiie, the XML format of the play-by-play 
game feedsito the messaging service. The messaging ser 
vice sends the received XML messages describing the 
play-by-play game feed to the sport server for processing. 

[0041] In general terms, the sport server processes the 
XML play-by-play messages to determine a valuation for 
each play in real-time. The sport server comprises a feed 
receiver 214, a command manager 216, document handlers 
218, play-by-play handlers 220, and a performance valua 
tion component 222. The feed receiver receives the XML 
messages describing the play-by-play game feed from the 
messaging service component of the feed server. The com 
mand manager manages the multiple concurrent games by 
performing the necessary sequencing of the received XML 
play-by-play messages in order to ensure proper determina 
tion of game states. The document handlers parse the XML 
play-by-play messages. In some embodiments, the sport 
server maintains different document handlers for the differ 
ent XML document types. For example, different document 
types may be used for the different types of play-by-play 
feeds4e.g., football, hockey, baseball, basketball, athlete 
statistics, etc. 

[0042] The play-by-play handlers process the parsed XML 
play-by-play messages to create the game event objects. For 
example, the play-by-play handlers aggregate the play-by 
play data With the sport and athlete data from the database 
to create the plays, game states, and performance events for 
the athletes involved in the play-by-play game events. The 
play-by-play feeds, instead of expressly identifying the 
athletes by name and/ or describing the play, may identify the 
athletes and/or describe the play using unique identi?ers. 
For these feeds, the play-by-play handlers dereference the 
identi?ers contained in the XML play-by-play play mes 
sages to identify the athletes and/or the play, as Well as other 
information related to the description of the play that is 
contained in the XML messages. In some embodiments, the 
sport server maintains different play-by-play handlers for the 
different sports. The performance valuation component 
computes the value of each play that occurs Within a game 
as it relates to each play’s effect on the outcome of the game. 
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In some embodiments, the value of each play is determined 
based on the game states of the current play and the previous 
play, and the corresponding NES for the tWo game states. 
The NES may be based on an expectation of the play based 
on an analysis of historical game states that occurred in 
actual games over a period of time. 

[0043] In some embodiments, the performance valuation 
component valuates the performance of the individual ath 
letes involved in a play by assigning positive or negative 
performance points according to their participation in the 
play. The performance points assigned to an athlete can be 
thought of as a “dividend” generated by the athlete as a 
result of the athlete’s participation in a play. For example, 
the performance valuation component identi?es the athletes 
involved in a play, and based on each individual athlete’s 
contribution and situational expectation of the play, the 
performance valuation component appropriately divides the 
value of the play amongst the identi?ed athletes. The value 
attributed to an athlete is the athlete’s performance points or 
generated dividend. 

[0044] In some embodiments, the performance valuation 
component breaks doWn a play into its intermediate states or 
components that represent the How of the play, calculates a 
value for each intermediate state, identi?es the athletes 
involved in each of the intermediate states and, for each 
intermediate state, appropriately distributes the value of the 
intermediate state amongst the athletes involved in the 
particular intermediate state. The intermediate states may 
correspond to athlete performance events Which are discrete, 
measurable components of the play. For example, for base 
ball, the athlete performance events may include the inter 
actions betWeen pitcher and hitter (e.g., pitcher pitching and 
the batter hitting), the batted ball and ?elder (e.g., the ?elder 
?elding a batted ball), the ?elder and base runner (e.g., the 
base runner advancing and the ?elder preventing the base 
runner from advancing), etc. For football, the athlete per 
formance events may include the quarterback and receiver 
(e.g., quarterback throWing a pass and the receiver catching 
the pass), the receiver and defensive back (e. g., the receiver 
running after catching a pass and the defensive back defend 
ing the pass and tackling the receiver), etc. 

[0045] The intermediate states have corresponding game 
states, and the series of game states represent the play from 
its beginning game state to its ending game state. The 
performance valuation component determines a value for an 
intermediate state from the intermediate NESs associated 
With the intermediate states. The performance valuation 
component determines an expectation of the each interme 
diate state based on the characteristics of the intermediate 
state. The expectation of the intermediate state is a prob 
ability of outcomes for the intermediate state determined 
from, for example, an analysis of the events and, in particu 
lar, an analysis of the intermediate states of the events that 
have occurred in actual games. The expectations of the 
intermediate states may be maintained in a table of relative 
probabilities in the database. The performance valuation 
component determines an intermediate NES based on the 
expectation of the intermediate state. The performance valu 
ation component determines another intermediate NES 
based on the actual result of the intermediate state and 
calculates a value for the intermediate state using the tWo 
intermediate NESs. The performance valuation component 
identi?es the athletes involved in the intermediate state and 
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appropriately distributes the calculated value of the inter 
mediate state amongst the athletes involved in the interme 
diate state. Each athlete’s proportion of the calculated value 
is the athlete’s performance points or dividend generated as 
a result of the athlete’s participation in the intermediate state 
of the play. The performance valuation component similarly 
repeats this process for the subsequent intermediate states of 
the play as necessary. 

[0046] In some embodiments, the performance valuation 
component may calculate a value for a play Without break 
ing the play doWn into its intermediate states. In this 
instance, the performance valuation component may distrib 
ute the calculated value amongst the athletes involved in the 
play Without taking into consideration various aspects of the 
play, such as, by Way of example, defense, base running, etc. 
This alloWs for a simpler distribution of the play’s value 
amongst a potentially smaller number of athletes. 

[0047] In general terms, the fantasy game server hosts the 
interactive fantasy sports challenges. The fantasy game 
server alloWs registered users to act as “challenge creators” 
and create custom fantasy sports challenges. The fantasy 
game server may also provide fantasy sports challenges. For 
example, a fantasy sports administrator may act as a chal 
lenge creator and create fantasy sports challenges Which the 
registered users can participate in. Registered users, includ 
ing challenge creators, can then participate in one or more 
fantasy sports challenges. 

[0048] In some embodiments, participants of a fantasy 
sports challenge may be alloWed to buy, sell, sWap, discard, 
Win, give aWay, steal, lose, trade or otherWise acquire or 
divest ?nancial instruments (or “various instrument 
vehicles”) in athletes. For example, ?nancial investments 
may be comprised of shares of individual athletes, mutual 
funds of athletes, index fund of athletes, and other types of 
?nancial instruments comprised of interests in athletes. 
Shares of an athlete represent an equity interest in the athlete 
and a right to dividends generated by the athlete’s on-?eld 
performance. A mutual fund invests in a diversi?ed group of 
athletes, and a share of the mutual fund effectively repre 
sents an equity interest in each of the underlying athletes. 
The mutual fund’s underlying securities may be traded, 
realiZing a gain or loss, and the fund collects the dividend. 
The investment proceeds are then passed along to the 
individual participant investors. An index fund may hold a 
portfolio of athletes’ shares designed to match the price and 
dividend performance of the entire market or one of its 
sectors, and a share of the index fund effectively represents 
an equity interest in each of the underlying athletes. The 
index fund’s underlying securities may be traded, realiZing 
a gain or loss, and the fund collects the dividend. The 
investment proceeds are then passed along to the individual 
participant investors. 

[0049] In some embodiments, the fantasy game server 
interacts With the other components of the valuation system 
to enable the participants of fantasy sports challenges to 
establish their portfolios comprising of shares of ?nancial 
instruments in real-life athletes, alter the composition of 
their portfolios by tradingiie, buying and/or sellingithe 
shares of the ?nancial instruments, and perform other 
actions associated With participating in the interactive fan 
tasy sports challenges. The fantasy game server also receives 
information from the other components of the valuation 
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system to determine the value of the portfolios during the 
course of the interactive fantasy sports challenges and, at the 
end of a challenge, determines the ending value of the 
portfolios that are participating in the challenge. In some 
embodiments, the fantasy game server determines a value of 
a portfolio based on the market value of the shares of 
?nancial instruments contained in the portfolio and the 
dividends accrued by the shares of ?nancial instruments 
during the duration of the interactive fantasy sports chal 
lenge. Interactive fantasy sports challenges are further dis 
cussed beloW. 

[0050] In general terms, the market exchange server facili 
tates the trading and selling of shares of ?nancial instru 
ments. In some embodiments, the market exchange server 
functions as a “market maker” in that the market exchange 
server buys/sells shares of ?nancial instruments from/to the 
users of the valuation system, such as the participants of the 
interactive fantasy sports challenges. In some embodiments, 
the market exchange server establishes an initial public 
offering (IPO) price for a share of each ?nancial instrument. 
The market exchange server may establish the IPO price for 
a share of a ?nancial instrument in an athlete based on an 

expectation of that athlete’s expected performance in games 
(e.g., the expected performance points or dividends) during 
the course of the athlete’s career. In some embodiments, the 
market exchange server sits at the end of each buy/ sell 
transaction and adjusts the price of the shares to create a 
constant trade balance betWeen buying and selling (also 
referred to herein as “buy-sell pressure”). The market 
exchange server attempts to achieve a constant trade balance 
by adjusting the price of the shares accordingly. 

[0051] In general terms, the Web server functions to pro 
vide a Web site through Which users can access some or all 
of the features provided by the valuation system. For 
example, the Web server may provide Web pages through 
Which users can register and interact With the valuation 
system to: obtain/vieW real-time valuation of plays occur 
ring in a game; obtain/vieW athlete valuations based on the 
athlete’s performance in a game; participate in interactive 
fantasy sports challenges; monitor the value of their port 
folios; alter the composition of their portfolios by buying/ 
selling shares of ?nancial instruments in real-life athletes; 
and perform other actions supported by the valuation sys 
tem. 

[0052] In some embodiments, the valuation system may 
provide the NES to various media outlets, such as, television 
netWorks, cable netWorks, radio netWorks, satellite net 
Works, and other media providers, for use by the media 
outlets. By Way of example, a television netWork, such as, by 
Way of example, ESPN, might enter into a license agreement 
to receive the NES from the valuation system and display the 
NES on its Web site. ESPN may then display the received 
NES Within the context of the game (e.g., video feed of the 
game) for Which the NES applies. For example, during the 
video feed of a game, ESPN might display the NES prior to 
each play during the game to provide vieWers a projected 
scoring expectation or value prior to each play actually 
occurring during the game. In some embodiments, the 
valuation system may broadcast the NES via its oWn Web 
site in a similar manner. In some embodiments, the valuation 
system may provide or make available the NES on a 
subscription basis. For example, one or more individuals 
desiring to receive and use the NES may subscribe to receive 
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the NES. For example, a subscriber may receive and use the 
NES to perform his or her oWn analysis of athletes. 

[0053] In general terms, the database functions as a reposi 
tory for the data and information used by the components of 
the valuation system to facilitate the real-time valuation of 
each play that occurs Within a game as disclosed herein. For 
example, the database may represent and/or store informa 
tion and data such as the live play-by-play game feeds, the 
XML documents that correspond to the plays in the game 
feeds, historical game data, the game states and the factors 
corresponding to the game states, the text description of the 
plays, the NES coefficients that are used in the NES equation 
for athlete performance valuation in a given play, etc. In 
some embodiments, the database may be implemented using 
a SQL server. 

[0054] In some embodiments, the database functions as a 
repository for the data and information used by the compo 
nents of the valuation system to facilitate the valuation of 
athletes. For example, the database may store the probabi 
listic models generated from the historical game data, the 
athlete valuation distribution tables, and other information 
used to assign athletes performance points or dividends. In 
some embodiments, the database functions as a repository 
for the interactive fantasy sports challenge data and the 
market data. 

[0055] The aforementioned components of the valuation 
system are only illustrative and are not intended to suggest 
any limitation as to the implementation of the illustrated 
components and/or the scope of use of the valuation system. 
For example, in various embodiments, one or more of the 
components of the feed server may be implemented as 
components of the sport server. Moreover, the valuation 
system may not include one or more of the depicted com 
ponents or may include other components and modules not 
depicted. Furthermore, the functionality provided for in the 
components and modules may be combined into feWer 
components and modules or further separated into additional 
components and modules. 

[0056] In the discussion that folloWs, embodiments of the 
valuation system are described in conjunction With a variety 
of illustrative examples. It Will be appreciated that the 
embodiments of the valuation system may be used in 
circumstances that diverge signi?cantly from these 
examples in various respects. 

Play Valuation 

[0057] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating the derivation 
of a NES equation for determining the net expected scoring, 
according to some embodiments. In block 302, an event pool 
is created. The event pool is a comprehensive database of the 
events that have occurred in real gamesie.g., real football 
games, real baseball games, etc.4over a predetermined 
period of time. The events in the event pool are of a suf?cient 
number to determine the expected scoringiie, the average 
number of runs that should be scoredifor the game states 
represented by these events. 

[0058] In block 304, the games states corresponding to the 
events in the event pool are determined, for example, from 
the conditions that describe the events. In block 306, the 
game states are analyZed to determine their results. For 
example, the result may be the number of points that is 
generated in the segment of the game affected by a game 
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state. In block 308, the game states and their corresponding 
results are analyzed to derive one or more NES equations 
suitable for determining the net expected scoring for a game 
state. In some embodiments, the game states and their 
corresponding results may be analyZed using Weighted least 
squares regression. 

[0059] For example, analyzing the game states and their 
results in a baseball event pool using the above regression 
technique may generate the folloWing NES regression equa 
tion for baseball: 

NES=F(N1, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6, N7, N8, w, N10, N11, 
N12) [1] 

[0060] NIiNUMOUTS (the number of outs) 

[0061] N2iInning (Boolean variable) 
[0062] N3iLineup position (lineup position of the 

current of batter) 

[0063] N4iHomeaWay (1 if batter is home, 0 if batter 
is visitor) 

[0064] NSiLeague of the game (1 for AL, 0 for NL) 

[0065] N6iO?‘ense score (total score in the game of 
team at bat) 

[0066] N7iOpposite hand (Handedness matchup: are 
batter and pitcher the same hand: 0 if yes, 1 if not) 

[0067] N8iIs the batter a pinchhitter (1 if yes, 0 if not) 

[0068] N9iPitchcount (# of pitches throWn) 

[0069] N10iRunner on 1 (1 if yes 0 if no) 

[0070] NlliRunner on 2 (1 if yes 0 if no) 

[0071] N12iRunner on 3 (1 if yes 0 if no) 

[0072] The NES for baseball is primarily dependent upon 
NUMOUTS (i.e., the number of outs in the inning) and the 
con?guration of the runners on base (e.g., Runner on 1st, 
Runner on 2nd, Runner on 3rd all take the value of 1 if a 
runner is on that base and 0 otherWise). NES is also 
dependent, though less so, on the league the game is played 
in (e.g., League=1 if it is an American League game 0 
otherWise), Whether the home team is at bat (e.g., Home is 
1 if the home team is at bat and 0 otherWise), the inning of 
the game (e.g., 1St inning, 9th inning and extra innings are all 
1 if in that inning and 0 otherWise), the position in the lineup 
of the batter (e.g., Lineup position is equal to the number of 
the batter in the batting order), the number of runs scored by 
the offense (e.g., Offense score), Whether the pitcher and 
batter are of opposite hand (e.g., opposite hand is 1 if they 
are opposite and 0 otherWise), Whether the batter is a pinch 
hitter (e.g., 1 if the batter is a pinch hitter and 0 otherWise), 
the number of pitches throWn by the pitcher in the game (i.e., 
pitchcount) and the park that game is played in (e.g., each 
park has a unique score that either increases or decreases 
NES based on the correlation of the park With total runs 

scored). 
[0073] The values for the above variables are determined 
based on the factors that describe a game state, and inputting 
values for the variables as determined from the factors that 
describe the game state into equation [1] produces a NES for 
the particular game state. Table 1 beloW illustrates example 
NES outcomes generated using equation [1] for a particular 
combination of factors and the listed game states or situa 
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tions (i.e., combination of the number of outs and the 
position of the base runners) for a particular baseball sta 
dium or park. 

TABLE 1 

NES 

Runner on 0 out 1 out 2 out 

0 0 534 0.348 0 165 
1B 0 930 0.540 0 290 
2B 1 143 0.642 0 356 
3B 1 409 0.767 0 437 
1B, 2B 1 564 0.840 0 484 
1B, 3B 1841 0.968 0 566 
2B, 3B 2 073 1 074 0 634 
1B, 2B, 3B 2.533 1.281 0.765 

[0074] Similar tables can be generated for the other com 
binations of the factors and for the other baseball stadiums 
or parks. In some embodiments, one or more variables (i.e., 
factors) listed above may be omitted in calculating the NES. 

[0075] In the case of football, a game state may be 
described by a number of primary factors and a number of 
other less signi?cant factors. The primary factors may 
include the doWn, yards to go for a ?rst doWn, and yards 
aWay from the goal, and their effects on the expectation of 
scoring are predictableie.g., each is more favorable for 
points being scored When it is loWer (?rst doWn is better than 
third doWn, and closer to the ?rst doWn or the end Zone is 
better than farther aWay). Other factors that are less central 
to the value of a play, but Which may still contribute in 
determining the value of the play may include, for example, 
time remaining, score and score differential, Whether or not 
the team is at home or aWay, What the surface of the ?eld is 
(With turf being more conducive to scoring than grass), and 
the Weather (measured through humidity and temperature). 
Any of a combination of these variables may be included in 
a regression equation to determine hoW many points the 
offensive team Was expected to score prior to the play. After 
the play, the expectation is calculated again, using the neW 
doWn, yards to go, and so forth. The expectation prior to the 
play is subtracted from the expectation after the play to 
arrive at the NES of that particular play. 

[0076] AnalyZing the game states and their results in a 
football event pool using the above regression technique 
may generate the folloWing NES regression equation for 
football: 

NES=(N1+N2+N3+N4+N5+N6+N7+N8)*N9 [2] 
[0077] The variables in equation [2] have the folloWing 
meanings: 

[0078] NliGives the number of points on the play (for 
all touchdoWns, the number is 7, based on the premise 
that the extra point or tWo point conversion is not 
related to the play) 

[0079] N2iChange in expectation (expected scoring) 
due to the play on the current drive 

[0080] N3iChange in expectation (expected scoring) 
on the opponent’s ensuing drive (if the current play is 
not a change of possession) 

[0081] N4iChange in expectation (expected scoring) 
on the opponent’s ensuing drive (if the current play is 
a change of possession) 




















